Earthworks, Biasca, Tessin, Switzerland

MONUMENTAL GROUND
Infrastructures and the design of Landscapes

The PhD research is addressed to the investigation of moving ground action and its
founding role inside landscape architecture discipline, reflecting on contemporary complex
construction sites and on the design solutions based on earth coming from the realization of
big infrastructural interventions, as the New Rail Link through the Alps.
After the presentation of the general framework during the Ca2re Berlin and the discussion
of different parts of the research during the Ca2re Lisbon and Ca2re Ghent, the next phase
will focus on the attempt to map and interpret the landscapes of the overall Infrastructural
Monument of AlpTransit through a set of drawings. The exhibition will create a unitary
narration composed by seven different points: a description by drawings of valleys, alpine
villages, urban areas located in Switzerland, where the construction of AlpTransit deeply
affects landscape. In these places the movement of great volumes of earth often is not
acknowledged or easy to recognize, while the inert materials coming from the infrastructure
building sites are spread as spoils inside the nearest territories. Indeed only the tunnelling
work of the Gotthard axis, which consists of two single track tubes around 40 metres apart
linked to each other by cross-passages, originated more than 13.3 million of cubic meters of
earth and rocks.
Methodology
The investigation on the AlpTransit construction sites is made from the perspective of a
landscape architect, for this reason, after the definition of a theoretical framework and the
critical analysis of the official NRLA documents - through literature, in-situ surveys and
interviews-, the research is shifting from the prominent technical, organisational,
constructive issues and is moving away from the engineering and geologic drawings that
constitute the main public documentation.
Each point of the drawing series will rather advance through following steps:
•

Observation, between memory and imagination (pictures, sketches and collages), to

foster a critical attention to the understanding of the spaces resulting from ground
movements during construction activities.
•

Temporary maps and sections, to follow the tracks of ground movements inside

landscape before, during and after the realization of the infrastructure.
•

Topographical drawings, to integrate each earthwork to its environment and to its new

possible shape.

Unveiling Monumental Grounds
The final objective of the research is the translation of the existing AlpTransit groundworks
into objects of Landscape Design. Drawings serve as design tools to expand and unveil the
imaginary potential of contemporary earthworks linked to infrastructural construction
activities, between engineering, architecture, landscape, art and the feeling of the sublime.

Gotthard axis and Ceneri Tunnel. Section of the underground new rail line and of the superficial landscapes of the
access points to the tunnels.

